Justlife Creative Studio – Report for The Beer Harris Memorial Trust Nov 19 to May 20
What have we done?
Over the past 7 months we have delivered 48 sessions at the studio and engaged with 30 different
individuals. Sessions have included photography, sewing, art therapy, painting and drawing workshops
as well as studio time for the artists.
What have the outcomes been?
The studio provides a safe space to be creative, build community with others and engage in positive
activities. The sessions and sense of community built up for those who have experienced homelessness
and mental health issues is really tangible, each session small positive steps are taken. Here is a case
study from one of the artists;

One new person was very shy and struggles with low mood and
negative internal voices and flashbacks. In a recent session we
started working on some bigger pieces using paintbrushes taped to
the end of long sticks. He painted large waves of paint saying "the
colours make me feel happy, they are like people free and flying, no
one is holding them down". He has started to build confidence in a
group setting, small milestones like initiating a conversation rather
than waiting to be asked a question, beginning to laugh in sessions,
enjoying collaborating on projects. After the last session he said:
"When I came [to the session] I was feeling sad and anxious, now I
feel much more relaxed".
What challenges have there been?
As previously reported our Studio Co-ordinator left to go travelling at the end of November which was
hard for the beneficiaries as they had built up a good rapport with her. We recruited an excellent new
coordinator in December but with this and the Christmas break we have not been able to deliver as
much activity as we would like.
COVID-19 has bought a whole new challenge to the studio project, with it being a small space. We have
had to stop all our in person groups as an organisation. Fortunately we have been able to still deliver
vital support for hundreds of people in temporary accommodation across the city. The studio project
has continued online, with a weekly Zoom chat which is a chance to catch up and have a laugh together
which is what we'd be doing in the studio. Each week the artists take it in turns to set a mini project
which we work on and share with each other the following week, eg. line drawing, self-portrait, animals.
Everyone has different passions and mediums they like to work with so the results are always
interesting!

The majority of the artists have continued to create art despite not being able to see each other and are
proud to show what they've been working on. Many of the artists have struggled more with their
mental health during this time. For example one client has just gone back onto anti-anxiety medication
which he hasn't been on for a couple of years. They have shared in the sessions that when they are
working on a creative project they feel more relaxed and less anxious.
We have also been phoning each beneficiary weekly to check in and catch up. And now lock down
restriction are lifting we are meeting in the open air, maintaining social distancing, with artists on an
individual basis. This is a chance to draw together whilst catching up in more detail and discussing needs
such as food, PIP reductions etc. We also provided some beneficiaries with a loan of a tablet and sim
with data so they could take part in the Zoom calls and find distraction during the lock down.
It’s currently unclear when we will be able to use the studio space again but will continue to be creative
and flexible in solutions to supporting people and continuing to build this positive community.
Thank You!
We are really grateful to the Beer Harris Memorial Trust for your support and thank all the people who
support the charity.

